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Steven TÖTÖSY de ZEPETNEK  
 
Bibliography of Contextual (Systemic and Empirical) 
Approaches in the Study of Literature and Culture  
 
This Bibliography contains works following the theoretical and methodological premises and postu-
lates established in Itamar Even-Zohar's polysystem theory, Niklas Luhmann's systems theory, 
Siegfried J. Schmidt's empirical study of literature (Empirische Literaturwissenschaft), Jacques Du-
bois's theory of the literary institution (l'institution littéraire), and Pierre Bourdieu's theory of the 
literary field (champ littéraire). Relevant items are also included from systems-oriented frame-
works following Robert Estivals's système d'écriture and the macrosystem approach of Immanuel 
Wallerstein. Several of these theoretical frameworks are less known on the theoretical landscape 
of US-American scholarship and thus the "contextual" designation comes closest to the postulates 
of the frameworks each of which with various degrees of systems and/or empirical orientation. The 
bibliography includes 1) theoretical and meta-theoretical studies, 2) applications of above frame-
works, and 3) selected works whose theoretical trajectory, although not explicitly stated, is similar 
to above frameworks. The bibliography contains works published in English, French, and German. 
However, it should be noted that there exists a substantial corpus of above frameworks in Dutch-, 
Hungarian-, Russian-, Portuguese-, Spanish, and Swedish-, as well as, in smaller numbers, in Bul-
garian-, Chinese-, Czech-, Italian-, Japanese-, Korean-, Slovak-, Romanian-, etc., language schol-
arship. Note that Siegfried J. Schmidt's publications are available in "Bibliography of Siegfried J. 
Schmidt's Publications." Comp. Agata Anna Lisiak and Steven Tötösy de Zepetnek. CLCWeb: Com-
parative Literature and Culture 12.1 (2010): <https://doi.org/10.7771/1481-4374.1581>. See 
also the cumulative index of CLCWeb: Comparative Literature (1999-): 
<http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/clcweblibrary/clcwebindex>. 
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